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1. Introduction
In English, the indefinite determiner a appears to range in its interpretation
fromquantificational to referential. As illustrated in (l), some sentences with the
indefmite determiner are natural under a quantificational interpretation:
(l)

Every professor met a student.

In at least one of its readings, this sentence can be true under conditions where
there is no unique individual referred to by a student. As in (2), in some cases,
the indefinite most readily yields a referential interpretation:
(2)

I'm waiting for a friend.

Here, a friend seems to refer easily to a unique individual. The sentence in (3)
appears to yield both types of interpretation readily.
(3) The committee will adopt a plan.
a. Referential: A particular plan, among a set under consideration, will be
adopted.
b. Quantificational: The committee will adopt some plan, but we don't know
which one (and they may not have been expected to adopt one at all).
These ambiguities have led to debates about the proper theoretical
representation · of indefinites, ranging from Russell's (1905) treatment of
indefinites as quantificational, to current treatments that demand a non-quantifier
reading as well. Fodor and Sag (1997), for example, argue that "One semantic
interpretation is that of... a referring expression such as a proper name or
demonstrative phrase" (475).
In one recent approach, Heim (1982, 127) argues that "indefinites simply
have no quantificational force of their own at all, but are rather like variables,
which may get bound by whatever quantifier is there to bind them." They
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uniformly introduce free variables to the sentences they occur in. (See also
Kamp 1981, Lewis 1975, Pesetsky 1987, Diesing 1992, and Chierchia 1995.)
We return to this theory below.
For the purposes of this paper, we assume the term "referential-type
interpretation" to mean an interpretation where a NP denotes a unique individual
or entity. We use the term "quantificational/variable" to mean an interpretation
where the NP either behaves like a quantifier or is bound by a quantifier. For
purposes of presentation, we.conflate these two types of non-referential analyses,
although we will return to this issue below.
This paper investigates the contrast between quantificational and referential
properties of the English indefinite determiner during the course of first
language acquisition. · Various syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge
related to indefinites has previously been probed in the acquisition literature.
(See Brown 1973, Maratsos 1976, Warden 1976, Emslie and Stevenson 1980,
Zehler and Brewer 1982, Pine and Martindale 1986, Valian 1986, Gerken,
Landau and Remez 1990, Philip 1995, Bohnacker 1997, and Burns and Soja
1997, among others.) However, to date, the contrast between referential-type and
quantificational/variable-type interpretations of indefmites has not been
extensively studied in first language acquisition. In this paper, we investigate the
acquisition of knowledge of the indefinite determiner in a context that allows
both of these alternative interpretations: the context ofVP ellipsis.
2. Acquisition study

As shown in (4), VP ellipsis sentences with pronouns are ambiguous: they
are assumed to allow two distinct kinds of interpretation.
(4) Bert touches his apple and Oscar does too.
a. Two-object bound variable (=sloppy) interpretation:
Bert; [Ax [x touches x's apple]] and Oscari [ A.x [x touches x' s apple]]
B touches B' s apple; 0 touches O's banana
b. One-object (=strict) "referential" interpretation (r=i, j, or k)
Bert; [ A.x [x touches hisr apple]) and Oscari [ A.x [x touches his. apple]]
B touches someone's apple; 0 touches the same.apple
On one hand, (4) could mean that each character touches his own apple. This
two-object bound-variable interpretation, which has been termed a "sloppy"
reading, ·is formalized in (4a). On the other hand, the sentence could also mean
that each character touches the same apple, as formalized through coindexing in
(4b). This one-object interpretation is sometimes termed a "strict" or
"referential" interpretation. (See Sag 1976 and Williams 1977, among others.
See Foley, NUfiez del Prado, Barbier and Lust 1997 for an overview.)
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In this paper, we contrast children's interpretations of sentences like (4) with
their interpretations of indefinites in a VP ellipsis context, as illustrated in (5).
(5)

Bert touches an apple and Oscar does too.

Table I contrasts possible interpretations for pronoun sentences like (4) and
indefinite sentences like (5).
Table 1. Possible interpretations ofVP ellipsis sentence with pronoun and with
indefinite determiner.
Indefmite Pronoun
Two-object bound variable interpretation:
a. B touches B's apple, 0 touches O's apple

~

~

~
~
~

~
~
~

One-object interpretation:
b. B touches B's apple, 0 touches B's apple
c. B touches O's apple, 0 touches O's apple
d. B touches FB's apple, 0 touches FB's apple
'

'

Two-object non-bound-variable interpretation."
e. B touches B's apple, 0 touches FB's apple
~
f. B touches O's apple, 0 touches B's apple
g. B touches O's apple, 0 touches FB's apple
h. B touches FB's apple, 0 touches B's apple
i. B touches FB's apple, 0 touches O's apple

.,

'·

~
~
~
~

Both the pronoun and the indefmite sentence can mean that each character
touches his own apple, as shown in Table I (a). Also, both can mean that each
touches the same apple, as in (b-d). At the same time, as shown in (e)-(i), the
indefinite sentence permits a wider range of possible interpretations than the
pronoun sentence does. Because this VP ellipsis context is syntactically a bound
variable context for pronouns, other two-object non-bound-variable
interpretations are impossible for the sentence with a possessive pronoun,
although they are possible for the sentence with an indefinite.
Testing indefmites in VP ellipsis sentences allows us to search for behavior
that reflects the three types of interpretation in Table I. First, children may
choose a two-object bound-variable type interpretation. Second, children may
select a one-object interpretation. Finally, children may also opt for what we
term a two-object non-bound-variable interpretation. By searching for these
different interpretations for both indefinites and pronouns, we can begin to
address the leading questions in (6) and (7).
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(6) Are children's early interpretations of indefinites
quantific:ational/variable? What changes during development?
(7) Do children
determiners?

distinguish

indefinite

determiners

referential

from

or

pronominal

We investigated these leading questions with an experimental design that
contrasted several factors. For this paper, we focus on those presented in Table
2.1
Table 2. Experimental factors and example sentences
Indefinite
a. Scooter smells a cookie and Big Bird does too.
determiner b. Bert touches an apple and Oscar does too.
Definite
c. Ernie licks the ice cream and Scooter does too.
determiner d. Bert rolls the apple and Fozzie Bear does too.
Pronoun
e. Big Bird licks his ice cream and Scooter does too.
f. Oscar bites his banana and Bert does too.
In two tests of comprehension, we studied children'sjnterpretations of sentences
with indefinite determiners, which we compare in this paper mainly to their
interpretations of sentences with pronominal determiners. We included sentences
with defmite determiners, although those results are less central to this paper.
Our act-out task invited children to show their interpretations of sentences_like
those in Table 2 by moving dolls and toys in an experimental set-up sketched in
(8).
(8) Experimental set-up for act-out task
Child

A

Three
dolls

0
0
0

c=:::>
Plate
Batt.A: Scooter
Batt. B: Bert

c=:::>

c:::=:::>

Plate

Plate

Big Bird
Fozzie Bear

Ernie
Oscar

As shown in (8), the child had three dolls to choose among, and three plates with
sets of toys; We established possession relations between each doll and a plate of
toys during a pre-training session; the possessor of each plate of toys was
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identified with a picture for the child. This set-up allowed the child equal choice
pragmatically of any of the nine interpretations seen earlier in Table l.
As summarized in Table 3(a), 95 children between the ages of 3;0 and 7; ll
and 22 adults were tested in the act-out task. A subset of the children were also
tested on a second comprehension task, a truth value judgment task.
Table 3. Subject Information
(a) Act-out Task
Group
I
II
III

IV

v
Total, children
Adults
Total, overall

Number of
Subjects
2I
25
23
I5
II
95
22
I l7

(b) Truth Value Judgment Task
Number of
Group
Subjects
I
7
II
9
III
1I
IV
3
v
3
Total, children
33

Age
Range
3;0-3 ; II
4;0-4;II
5;0-5; II
6;0-6;II
7;0-7;11
3;0-7;11
19-32

Mean
Age
3;5
4;6
5;4
6;7
7;5
5;2
23

Age
Range
3;0-3;11
4;0-4;11
5;0-5 ;1I
6;0-6;1I
7;0-7;1I
3;0-7;11

Mean
Age
3;6
4;7
5;6
6;3
7;5
5;I

3. Results
3.1. Act-out task results

'1

<·

One-object and two-object bound-variable interpretatiom: As shown in
Figure I, both a two-object bound variable interpretation and a one-object
interpretation are evidenced for the indefinite sentences, like (5), in every age
group. However, there is a distinct developmental change in preference.-ln the
youngest age group (3 years), there are about equal numbers of the two-object
bound-variable and the one-object responses. Then, through age 7, the twoobject bound-variable response predominates. In contrast, in the adult data, the
one-object reading predominates, in a remarkable developmental shift.
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Figure 1. Act out, indefinite sentences. Percent twoobject bound-variable type and one-object type
interpretations.
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Example sentence for Figures 1&2: Bert touches an apple and Oscar does too.
Example responses:
Two-object bound-variable type: B touches B 's apple; 0 touches 0 's apple
One-object type: B touches B's apple; 0 touches B's apple
The indefinite sentences resemble pronoun sentences like (4) in the general
predominance of the two-object bound-variable type interpretation through much
of childhood. Results for sentences with pronouns are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Act-out, pronoun sentences. Percent twoobject bound-variable type and one-object type
interpretations.
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However, inspection of Figures 1 and 2 also reveals differences between
pronoun and indefinite sentences. First, there is a higher predominance for twoobject bound-variable interpretations for pronoun sentences, which is seen even
in the three-year-old group. Second, there is a difference in the adult results.
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Figure I shows that for the indefmite sentences, adults strongly favor a oneobject interpretation. In Figure 2, we see that although adults show an increase in
the one-object interpretation for the pronoun sentences, this is nqt strong enough
to overcome the overall preference for the two-object bound-variable type
interpretation. Appendix A .summarizes these results.
Two-object - non-bound-variable interpretations: A further distinction
between pronouns and indefinites is seen in Figure 3 (Appendix A), which
compares the percentage of responses that correspond to two-object non-boundvariable interpretations for indefinites and pronoun sentences. As Figure 3
shows, the two-object non-bound-variable interpretation for indefmites (a
possible interpretation in the adult grammar) is seen in every age group, and
approaches 30% of responses for some age groups. However, it very rarely
occurs for pronoun sentences (where it is not possible in the adult grammar). At
every age group, there were more of these two-object non-bound variable
readings for indefinites than for pronoun sentences. Thus, although responses to
indefinites in some respects resemble responses to pronoun sentences, as we saw
earlier in Figures I and 2, we now see in Figure 3 that there was no period at
which the child did not differentiate the indefmite determiner and the pronoun.

3.2. Truth-value judgment task results

. ·'

i·

I'

t,
!i

I
I

Finally, results from our truth value judgment task confirm both the
knowledge of ambiguity and the general patterns seen ill the act out data. In this
method, children heard sentences corresponding to those tested in the act-out
task. Children were shown pictures corresponding to a one-object and a twoobject interpretation for both indefinite and pronoun sentences. 2 Table 4a shows
that for indefinite sentences, 88% of children accepted both types of pictures.
Within each age group, a majority of children accepted both types of picture. For
those who did not, the two-object bound-variable interpretation was preferred, as
seen in groups three and four.
Table 4. Truth value judgment task. Percent of subjects
who perform above chance* on two-object bound-variable
type, one-object type, or both types of interpretation.
(a) Indefmite sentences
Two-obj bv type One-object type
Both types
Group
pictures only
picture
pictures only
I (N=7)
0
100
0
II (N=9)
0
100
0
III (N=11)
27
0
73
IV (N=6)
17
83
0
Tot (N=33)
12
88
0
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(b) Pronoun sentences
Both types
Two-obj bv type One-object type
picture
Group
pictures only
pictures only
57
I (N=7)
43
0
II (N=9)
44
56
0
73
III (N=ll)
27
0
100
IV (N=6)
0
0
Tot (N=33)
70
30
0
*accept more than 50% of true pictures for the condition
0

0

This result converges with the act-out results that showed both knowledge of
ambiguity and preference for the two-object bound-variable type interpretation
for the indefinite. As seen in Table 4b, similar, but not identical, results held for
the pronoun s;ptences tested in the trUth value judgment task.
I

3.3. Summary of results

-I

Children, like adults, know that the indefinite determiner a is ambiguous.
First, in the truth value judgment task, they accepted pictures corresponding to
both a two-object bound-variable type reading and a one-object type reading.
Second, in the act-out task, within each age group, behavior corresponding to
each of the three types of interpretation occurs to some extent with the indefinite.
In some respects, children's responses to indefinite sentences are similar to
·their responses to pronoun sentences. In both cases, we see some evidence of
both the two-object bound-variable type and one-object type response. In both
cases, the two-object bound-variable type response predominates. However, in
other respects, children's responses to indefmite sentences differ from their
responses to pronoun sentences. First, the two-object non-bound-variable
interpretation is productive in responses to indefinite sentences, but almost
entirely absent in responses to pronoun sentences, Second, the two-object boundvariable interpretation is more productive in responses to pronoun sentences than ·
in responses to indefinite sentences.
Finally, in contrast to children, and in contrast to their own performance on
pronouns, adult subjects strongly prefer a one-object interpretation to indefmite
sentences.
4. Discussion and conclusions

Returning to our leading question in (6), our results reveal that a one-object
interpretation for indefinites does not exclusively characterize early
development. We see that two other kinds of interpretation for indefinites are
also developmentally primitive: the bound-variable type interpretation and the
free-ranging two-object non-bound-variable interpretation. Based on these
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results, we conclude that children, like adults, have access to both a referentialtype and a quantificationaVvariable type interpretation for indefinites from the
beginning of development.
Returning to our leading question in (7), at the same time, children, like
adults, differentiate between pronoun and indefmite sentences with respect to the
two-object non-bound-variable interpretation from the beginning of
development. This suggests a need to further probe the nature of the
quantificationaVvariable type interpretation for indefinites.
Children do not treat the indefinite like the pronoun, and therefore we
carmot treat the indefinite like the pronoun in our theoretical representation.
Chi1dren appear to treat the indefmite as a free variable. We suggest that the full
set of results is compatible with a .theory of unselective binding, which Heim
(1982) and others have developed. This analysis involves two key steps, as
sketched in (9).
(1 0) Bert touches an apple and Oscar does t~o. Existential closure (Heim 1982):

a. [ apple(x) "touch (Bert, x)] and [ apple(y) "touch (Oscar, y)]
b. 3x [ apple(x) " touch (Bert, x)] and 3y [ apple(y) " touch (Oscar, y)]
First, the indefinite introduces a variable. Next, an operator binds the variable. If
there is no overt operator, as in our sentences, an existential operator is inserted.
This analysis accounts naturally for the two-object non-bound-variable reading.
In fact, all of the interpretations that we have described are available under this
analysis.
_
Two related questions remain for the indefmite sentences: First, why are all
readings not equally evident at all ages? Second, what explains the
developmental shift from children t_o adults? We suggest that the explanation for
the preferences lies in the pragmatic domain, and that interaction between
pragmatic and grammatical knowledge changes over time in development. For
example, as used in discourse, indefinites commonly introduce a new referent,
prompting a single-object interpretation which is drawn upon in later discourse
(e.g., "A girl arrived. The girl. .. "). It may be the case that adults, but not
children, have this discourse convention. Another possibility is that the shift may
be due to a possible change in lexical knowledge; an "iota" or singularity feature
may characterize the lexicon for the indefmite determiner. It may be the case
knowledge of such lexical features develops. We take these fmal questions as
directions for future research.
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1The

full experimental design included 22 sentences. Two replications of each of
11 types were presented in two independently randomized batteries. Battery
order was varied randomly across children. See Foley, Nufiez del Prado, Barbier
and Lust 1992, 1997, for the full design. For related studies, see Battin in prep.,
Guo, Foley, Chien, Chiang and Lust 1997, Postman, Foley, Pactovis,
Rothenstein, Kaye, Lowe and Lust 1997, and Postman, Foley, Santelmann and
Lust 1997.
2 Children

were asked to say whether or not the picture matched the sentence.
The design was balanced with an equal number of"false" pictures.
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Appendix A. Summary of act-out results.

Fgure 3. Act-out. Percent two-object non-bound-variable type
responses for pronoun, indefinite and definite sentences .
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Appendix A, continued.

I

Figure 4. Act-out ~rcent two-object bound-variable type
responses to pronoun, indefinite and definite sentences.
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Figure 5. Act-out
one-object type responses to
pronoun, indefinite and definite sentences .
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